In real-world dirty data, errors are often not randomly distributed. Rather, they tend to occur only under certain conditions, such as when the transaction is handled by a certain operator, or the weather is rainy. Leveraging such common conditions, or "cause conditions", the proposed data-cleansing algorithm resolves multi-tuple conflicts with high speed, achieves higher completeness, and runs with high accuracy in realistic settings. We first present complexity analyses of the problem, pointing out two subproblems that are NP-complete. We then introduce, for each subproblem, heuristics that work in sub-polynomial time. We also raise the issue that some previous studies overlook the notion of repaircompleteness, which means, having less number of unsolved conflicts in the resulting repairs. The proposed method is capable of obtaining a complete repair if we are allowed to preprocess the input set of constraints. The algorithms are tested with three sets of data and rules. The experiments show that, compared to the state-of-the-art methods for conditional functional dependencies-based and FD-based data cleansing, the proposed algorithm scales better with respect to the data size, is the only method that outputs complete repairs, and is more accurate especially when the error distribution is skewed.
Introduction
Data cleansing is a crucial step in data integration. As more data are made available, this task has gained a considerable attention both in business and research. One promising approach is constraint-based data cleansing, which is based on traditional functional dependencies (FDs) or recently proposed conditional functional dependencies (CFDs) [1] . Below are examples of an FD, a variable CFD and a constant CFD. Each constraint expresses regularity in the data. The first constraint φ 1 is an example of FD, indicating "the company ID and employee ID determine individual names". The second constraint φ 2 is an example of CFD, indicating "when company ID is 001, desk address determines employee ID". The third constraint designates "when the company ID is 001 and the person name is Alice B., the desk address is F12-S-123". Such constraints can be used to detect errors in the data, as well as to determine the correct values.
Data can have multi-tuple conflicts with an FD or a variable CFD. For example, an erroneous tuple t k : (company ID, employee ID, person name) = (001, A123, "John") will cause a conflict, when there is another tuple t 1 : (001, A123, "Paul") and thus, the two tuples violate constraint φ 1 . Also, an erroneous tuple t k : (company ID, desk address, employee ID) = (001, F12-North345, A123) will cause a conflict, when there is another tuple t 2 : (001, F12-North345, A456) and thus, the two tuples violate constraint φ 2 .
We propose a data-cleansing method that addresses the problem of discovering a common cause of errors. By discovering such a condition, we can both cut down the search space and obtain a more accurate repair. While CFD is an addition to FD in that it specifies the subset of data where a constraint holds, our proposed "cause condition" specifies the subset of the data that contains conflict-causing errors. The discovery of cause condition is much more difficult as we will prove, but often needed in real-world data-cleansing.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the previous research on constraint-based data cleansing. Section 3 describes our method for discovering error conditions and generating a repair. Section 4 presents our experimental evaluation. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes our paper.
Related work
With the recent appearance of conditional functional dependencies (CFD) [1] , constraint-based data cleansing is experiencing a revival. Numerous methods have already been proposed on CFD-based data cleansing [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Prior to CFD, there had been data cleansing with FDs [9] [10] [11] [12] , and Association Rules (ARs) [13] , but here we focus on the methods that have been applied to CFD.
The cleansing algorithm of Cong et al.'s BatchRepair and IncRepair is, just like their predecessor [14] , a cost-based algorithm where the optimal repair is chosen based on the editing cost from the original data [2] , measured in Levenstein's edit distance [15] , or measured by the number of tuples to be removed [16] . Note that all cost-based methods follow "majority policy". Beskales et al. proposed a sampling-based method that generates repairs from among repairs with minimal changes [7] , which can also be categorized as a cost-based method.
Chiang and Miller [3] proposed a method for deriving CFDs that almost hold (i.e., X → A holds on D, allowing some exception tuples), filtering these approximate CFDs using an interest measure, and then detecting dirty data values. In their definition, dirty values are infrequent right hand side (RHS) values within the set of left hand side (LHS) matched tuples, which makes them also follow the "majority policy". Notably, only values on RHS are the target of error detection.
Fan et al. [4, 5] proposed a highly accurate method that uses hand-crafted editing rules and a human-validated certain region of the table. The correction may not always follow the majority policy, but preparing editing rules and a certain region requires human input, which is often not available in reality.
In our study, we develop a method called CondRepair that identifies erroneous tuples when there are conflicts with FD or CFD rules. It relies on neither the majority RHS nor edit distance-based cost metrics, which do not work when the differences (in frequency or in cost) among candidate fixes are not significant. It determines the wrong values based on the common cause of errors. Although the idea of leveraging the patterns among errors has been explored for other types of data cleansing [17] , to the best of our knowledge, the idea has never been applied with (C)FDs or ARs. In the experimental evaluation, we use error injection with both uniform and skewed error distribution whose design is based on our observation on the real errors. In this work, we also raise the issue that some previous studies overlook the notion of repair-completeness, which means, having less number of unsolved conflicts in the resulting repairs. The proposed method is capable of obtaining a complete repair if we are allowed to preprocess the input set of constraints.
Data cleansing based on error conditions
In this section, we first introduce the problem of CFD-based data cleansing, and highlight some of its difficulties by showing the class of problems its subproblems belong to. We then describe our proposed method, which consists of two steps: (1) finding the cause conditions and (2) generating a repair.
Problem description
The problem of CFD-based data cleansing is defined as follows. Let D be the input relation and be a set of CFD rules. We assume D consists of one table. Let D repr be an output relation of the cleansing process. It is required that D repr | , which is, there is no violation in D w.r.t. any rules in . Let A, B, and C denote attributes, and X , Y and Z denote sets of attributes. Each tuple in D has a tuple ID so that D = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t N }, where N is the total number of tuples in D. We refer to a cell in a tuple as c. Figure 1 shows an illustrative example of an input rule set (consisting of one rule), data with conflicts and possible outputs of previous methods and ours. We now examine two subproblems that belong to the class of problems that are known to be difficult to solve. Proof Here, we try to solve the conflicts that involve more tuples first, i.e., we do not take a naive approach such as modifying all tuples that are involved in a conflict. Let the set of tuples that are involved in multi-tuple conflicts be D doubt , and the set of conflicts between tuples t i , t j ∈ D doubt be f i j . The problem of finding tuples to be corrected is selecting the subset D doubt of D doubt at least one of whose members have conflict with all the remaining tuples in set D doubt \D doubt . There is a polynomial time projection from the set D doubt to the set of vertices V and from conflicts f i j to the set of edges E of a graph (V, E). Hence, the problem can be reduced to the dominating set problem of a graph (V, E), which is known to be NP-complete. A naive solution for this problem takes computation order of O(2 n n) and will be intractable as the number of tuples in D doubt increases.
Note that there are some exceptional cases where conflicts between two tuples remain. These conflicts should be solved after resolving the ones with more tuples. Also note that we have not yet mentioned which cells of the tuples to be corrected. Still, the problem of selecting tuples to be corrected is already NP-hard.
Secondly, we show that, even after we select D doubt , the problem of finding a common condition among those tuples is difficult.
Theorem 2 The problem of discovering a common condition among the tuples in D doubt is NP-complete.
Proof As pointed out by Zaki and Ogihara, the problem of finding a common itemset among the tuples is NP-complete, since it can be reduced to the problem of clique discovery in a bipartite graph [18] . Similarly, the problem of finding a common set of attribute values among a set of tuples can be reduced to a bipartite clique problem as follows. Assume we have a graph G = (U, V, E), where G is a bipartite graph consisting of parts U and V , and edges E. A set of tuples can be projected to U and a set of attribute values to V , and the existence of a tuple containing a set of attribute values to an edge in E. A clique in a bipartite graph is equivalent of a set of attribute values that is common in a set of tuples. Then, the problem of finding a common attribute values is reduced to the problem of finding a clique in a bipartite graph G. This problem is known to be NP-complete and, for instance, finding the largest clique requires computation O(|U ||V |). 
Definition 1 An LHS value sets {S
We call a set of doubt tuples D disagree,φ,k , which is the kth tuple set in S φ where any pair of the member tuples disagree on the RHS of φ.
Definition 3 Cause attribute (Z, v)
is defined as a set of attribute values that is common to the tuples to be corrected in D.
Finding the cause conditions
The condition we try to discover is defined as a form of a triplet Z, v, κ(Z = v, L ="doubt"), which are a set of attributes, their values, and an agreement metrics which evaluates co-occurrence between a condition and a "doubt" label. We first identify the cause of error Z (hereafter called cause attributes) among attr(D), using a sample of data D sample .
We treat a tuple as a basic unit for probability computation. We label tuples in D either "clean" or "doubt", using a set of labels for tuples L = {"clean", "doubt"}, where L(t) = "clean" when tuple t is not in conflict and L(t) = "doubt" when in conflict with any rule in . In Fig. 1 , doubt tuples are t 2 , t 3 , t 4 and t N , and all the rest are clean tuples.
When determining the error attributes, CondRepair uses the agreement statistics Kappa which indicates co-occurrence between the doubt tuples and candidate cause conditions. The Kappa statistics κ is defined as follows.
The Kappa agreement statistics:
The meaning of Kappa index is, basically, the difference between the rate of actual co-occurrence and the rate of theoretical co-occurrence. The value is normalized by the negation of coincidental co-occurrences. Therefore, when the probability of coincidental co-occurrence is higher, κ will be higher.
We now describe some heuristics introduced in response to the subproblem described in Theorem 2. We could have discovered a common condition among a set of doubt tuples in an a priori-like manner ( [19] ). However, the a priori algorithm is known to be still computationally expensive especially with data of high arity. Hence, we developed a more efficient inference method for cause discovery using the Kappa index. The virtue of Kappa index is, it evaluates different attribute values with a single viewpoint, a co-occurrence with doubt tuples. We obtain attribute values in a single list in the order of Kappa value and seek if there is a composed cause condition (Z∪ A, v+v) that has higher Kappa than a simpler condition (Z, v).
Generating a repair
When tuples to be corrected are determined, it is fairly straightforward to generate a repair. We use equivalence classes proposed by Bohannon et al., based on the description given by Beskales et al. [1, 7] . Equivalence class is a useful data structure to repair data with multiple rules. It groups cells into sets within which all member cells should have the same value when the cleansing is completed, delaying decision on the exact value the set will have.
Use of equivalence classes assures a complete repair, i.e., a repair with no remaining violation. However, as Bohannon 
In order to achieve a complete repair, we impose some limitations on the order and the involving attributes of rules in the input rule, so that < rules = {φ | ∀A ∈ φ.LHS, A / ∈ φ .RHS, ∀φ < rules φ}, which means is a list of rules sorted in the order < rules where any attribute on LHS of rule φ is not included in the RHS of any preceding rule φ .
During the repair generation, a cell's value t[B] is changed to another tuple's value t [B]
where there is a cleaner tuple, which is a tuple that is assigned with the lowest probability of being erroneous among the ones in the same equivalence class, t within the equivalence class.
Equivalence classes cannot produce corrections for constant CFDs. So, constant CFDs are treated separately by changing any of the cell in LHS to a special symbol OTHER_VALUE, which indicates a value not in the domain of the attribute and defined not to match any value (thus, OTHER_VALUE = OTHER_VALUE). The specific value can be filled in by a human in the process of verification, which is out of the scope of this paper. We now provide a step by step description of the algorithm CondRepair (Algorithm 1).
The inputs for the algorithm are D, the data to be cleaned, , a set of CFD rules, n, a size of sample data, and m, a maximum size of LHS value sets to be used to infer the cause attribute. The output is the D repr , which conforms to all rules in .
The algorithm first takes a sample of size n from D repr (Line 2). It then label the tuples as "clean" or "doubt", depending on the existence of violation with rules in . If a tuple t violates a rule in and if the size of the kth LHS value set (described as |D disagree,φ,k |) is equal to or smaller than the parameter m, it is labeled as "doubt", otherwise the tuple is treated as "clean" (lines 3-6). 
Experiments
The proposed algorithm, along with two previous methods, is tested in terms of its scalability and accuracy in detecting and correcting error cells with different degrees of error skewness. The algorithms are implemented in Java™and all experiments are conducted on a Linux CentOS with 16-Core Xeon E5-2450 (2.1 GHz) and 128-GB memory. We describe experimental settings (Sects. 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4) followed by some key results (Sects. 4.5, 4.6). Results are examined from the aspects of completeness of repairs (Sect. 4.7) and correctness of repair values (Sect. 4.8).
Datasets
We used three datasets, two of which are from the UCI machine learning database: (1) Wisconsin Breast Cancer (WBC) and (2) US Census dataset (Adult). WBC is a numeric data and US Census contains mostly nominal values. The third dataset is DBGen [20] , a synthetic data set obtained from the authors of a previous algorithm [7] .
The previous algorithms
Two previous algorithms were used for comparison, which are IncRepair by Cong et al. [2] and FDRepair by Beskales et al. [7] . See "Appendices 1 and 2" for algorithm descriptions. IncRepair ("Appendix 1") is an incremental algorithm that cleans D when D has been added to a dataset D so D ∪ D satisfies . Note that it performs with a better scalability than its batch counterpart (BatchRepair) without loss of accuracy. We used IncRepair so that it treated all the data as D as done by Cong et al. IncRepair was re-implemented using the same basic utility classes as CondRepair for data IO and for CFD validations.
FDRepair ("Appendix 2") is a repair algorithm based on Beskales et al.'s proposed notion of cardinality-set-minimal repairs. It employs the equivalence classes originally proposed by Bohannon et al. [14] and attempts to rectify the collision problem that we described in Sect. 3.3 by reverting the values to the original ones where it does not cause a violation. FDRepair is a sampling algorithm that produces samples from the cardinality-set-minimal repairs. We used a Java implementation of FDRepair obtained from the author.
Input rules
The CFD rules we used was extracted from WBC and Adult datasets before error injection using a FastCFD algorithm with the support threshold set to 10 % of the number of tuples in input data, where 10 % is a popularly used value in previous work. The number of CFD rules can be excessive, and rules with a large number of attributes on LHS are often not useful in data cleansing, so we have limited the size of LHS to at most four. For FDRepair, we used FDs which were included in the result of the CFD discovery, and for the other two algorithms, we used the same number of randomly sampled CFD rules. As a result, 35 rules from WBC and Adult have been extracted. For the dataset DBGen, we used the same 18 FD rules as used by Beskales et al. [7] .
Injected errors
We injected errors by turning an attribute value of a random tuple (t, A) into the value of the same attribute of another randomly chosen tuple (t , A). In effect, this can cause multiple cells with originally different values to have the same value, or multiple cells with originally the same value to have different values. When (t, A)'s value was the same as that of (t , A), OTHER_VALUE was inserted in the selected cell. The default error rate was set to 0.05 (i.e., the number of errors injected is 5 % of the total number of tuples).
For experiments with error skewness, we injected the errors that follow the probability P(Err t ), or the probability of tuple t includes an error, as follows:
where is the overall error rate in the dataset and s(0 ≤ s ≤ 1) is the skewness factor denoting the proportion of errors that occur under specified condition (Z, v) . When s |{t | t[Z] = v}|/|{t | t ∈ D}| holds, if the cell is within the specified area Z = v, the cell is erroneous for the specified probability, otherwise the cell can still be erroneous, but for a much smaller probability.
Scalability
We first look at the runtime of the repair algorithms as the input data size increases. Figures 2, 3 and 4 describe the results with each dataset (the average of 10 iterations). IncRepair performed the fastest and looked the most scalable with WBC, but clearly did not seem to scale well with the two larger datasets. We stopped the runs where it took too long to complete. The result shows that IncRepair's exploration of all values in the domain of attribute C to find a fix that sat- isfies is prohibitively expensive with a large dataset with unbounded attribute domains. FDRepair's runtime, as shown in the original paper, is at least quadratic, and looks sensitive even when the data consist of limited number of different values as with WBC. We think that the result is due to the algorithm's high cost for validating and reverting the candidate corrections. As opposed to the two previous algorithms, we observe that CondRepair's runtime is closer to linear with the data size.
Effect of error skewness
We then change the error skewness using the aforementioned error distribution model. As noted in some of the previous work, an injected error does not always violate a CFD rule, which may lead to a low recall. To separate out the problem of errors' not being detected by the input rules, we measure the performances with the score metrics defined as follows: With all datasets, CondRepair exceeded, in most of the skewness settings, the other two algorithms both in precision and recall. CondRepair's score ranged 0.4-0.6 with all data sets with an exception for the precision for DBGen, where all the other algorithm's scores were low as well. FDRepair performed with equal to or higher scores than CondRepair only with WBC and where there is little or no skewness. IncRepair's scores were especially low. We think this is because the type of errors used could not be correctly detected by the edit distance metrics.
In summary, CondRepair's runtime is nearly linear with the data size and its accuracy surpassed that of IncRepair and FDRepair with all tested datasets when the skewness is larger than 0.1. Here are some possible reasons why the two previous algorithms could not produce complete repairs. IncRepair, when multiple rules in cannot be satisfied at once by changing the focused k values within the tuple, the tuple is left with violations. In the case of FDRepair, apparently, the algorithm does not create equivalence classes for singleton values. Leaving singleton values as they are can result in remaining violations because singleton values on a rule's RHS attribute can cause a conflict. In fact, FDRepair generated much less number of corrections than the number of conflict-introducing errors.
Result analysis 2: correctness of repair values
We look at precision and recall of corrections, which are the rate of correctly fixed errors over all fixes made and the rate of correctly fixed errors over all conflict-introducing errors, respectively. Table 1 summarizes numbers of injected errors, conflict-introducing errors, and scores for tuple-wise detection, cell-wise detection (same as shown in Figs. 5, 3, 7) , and scores for correction (skewness 0.25, a weak skew). Simply injecting errors to the datasets did not produce sufficient number of conflicts, so we repeated all tuples in the datasets so each tuple appears twice, which leads to sufficient number of conflicts for evaluation.
The scores of CondRepair were the highest except for tuple-wise detection with WBC and DBGen and for cellwise detection precision with DBGen. IncRepair's tuple-wise detection was higher with the two cases with tuple-wise detection, but notably, its cell-wise detection scores and correction scores were zero or very low. FDRepair performed much better than reported in the original paper, but did not exceed in the scores for correction of CondRepair. CondRepair were able to find 67 % tuples with conflict-introducing errors with 69 % precision, which looks promising for a practical use. The scores for correction are not so high as we can leave the machine an important data to cleanse, but the algorithm can be used to suggest human users possible corrections.
Conclusions
We have proposed a data-repairing technique that discovers and leverages the common cause of errors. Our method CondRepair, achieved a nearly linear scalability and accuracy of error detection that is higher than previous methods. Further directions include (1) a closer observation of real-world datacleansing work and incorporation of observed characteristics of errors in experimental settings, (2) an incremental version of the algorithm, and (3) interaction with a human user to efficiently achieve an optimal repair.
